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The Ramblers 

South Somerset Group 

 

Minutes of the 49th Annual General Meeting 

held on Saturday 3rd November 2018 at 2.00pm 

at East Coker Village Hall 

 

 

 

 
Present:  Roger Cripps (Acting Joint Chairman) and  21 members 

Apologies:  Paul Cullen-James, Eileen Cripps, Eddie and Jenny Phillips, Peter Soole and Jim Turner 

 

Minutes of the last meeting –  The Minutes were read, approved and signed.  Proposed: Stuart Thomson, 

Seconded:  David Fawthrop 

 

Chairman’s Report 
Roger Cripps, Acting Joint Chairman, gave thanks to fellow committee members and officers for their efforts 

over the past year.  Thanks to all the walk leaders for their efforts in maintaining a full programme .  Thanks 

also to the Walk Coordinators and David Fawthrop for putting the programme and walks together.  Thanks to 

Ruth Goodland for arranging the Christmas lunch, Summer Supper , emailing programmes and organising 

printing and collection of the programmes and Somerset Rambler.  Thanks to the cake and tea makers for  

keeping us refreshed.  Special thanks to Linda and David Fawthrop for the use of their home for the committee 

meetings.   

 

Ruth maintains our email listing and Roger asked walk leaders to use this facility responsibly, please don't use 

for trivia.  Walk leaders should take responsibility for their own walks and try to resolve problems before 

involving the coordinators or committee members.  We have had a full programme with a few cancellations; 

mainly for illness and bad weather.  Members seem to be happy to change between the Grades C and D.  It has 

been decided that a distinction to short and medium was not necessary and it is now back to C and D.  

Attendance has fluctuated during the summer from zero upwards.  David and Linda Fawthrop keep a 

spreadsheet of attendance and it showed numbers dropped due to the hot weather.  Phil Bradshaw asked about 

the highest turnout which is 45-50 both C and D combined with 42 on one walk.  We no longer attract 50 

walkers plus.  Active walkers number about 50. 

 

Christmas lunch was well attended and voted a success once again.  The Committee have decided to stay with 

the Muddled Man for the Christmas lunch who have extended the menu this year; about 60 have booked so far.  

The Summer Supper was held at the Lamb and Lark, Limington which was also successful but we are looking 

for a change of venue for 2019 and suggestions are invited from members backed up by research, a venue that 

can handle the number of people expected is the first requirement.  A decision will be made at the February 

Committee Meeting. 

 

John Oliver organised the group holiday to Costa Brava, Spain run by Saga, 12 members attended.  John has 

organised next year's holiday to Menorca departing April 3 2018 also with 12 members booked. 

 

The Area Holiday was held at Gwbert in Wales.  In 2019 the Area Holiday is being held in Sidmouth and 

bookings are now being taken.  The 2020 venue is in Derbyshire. 

 

Sadly, two members have died this year;  Gordon Harte, husband of J'eanne Harte, who organised many walks 

and events for the D group and Gerry Ellis, former committee member and walk leader for C grade and 

Sunday walks; well known and liked, he will be missed.   Committee members attended both funerals. 

 

John Day and the Friends of Ham Hill produced a leaflet of walks on Ham Hill and asked for a contribution of 

£100.  This is a very professionally produced leaflet and John Day is leading one of the walks in the next 

programme.  The leaflets are good publicity for the Ramblers .  Carl Earl raised the question of whether we 

have notified the Walk Magazine or Head Office regarding the leaflets to raise further interest. 
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Health Walks - two health walks organised jointly with the Ramblers and South Somerset District Council 

were held, one at Ham Hill very well attended and a walk at Ilminster, not so well attended. 

 

Secretary’s Report 
In recent years I have started by informing you about the numbers of members in the Group.   Once again 

there is a small decline from 264 on 1/11/2017.to 258 on 1/10/2018. 

 

The Ramblers Road Show has been taking place during the summer: the last two being at Stirling on 

8/9/2018 and at Lincoln on 29/9/2018.    See the  Ramblers Event page for dates in the future.  We are also 

asked if we would like to volunteer to host a Road Show event in 2019. 

 

A late advice has given us the dates of this coming winter’s Festival of Winter Walks which are to be in 

the period Friday, 21/12/2018 to Sunday, 6/1/2019.Groups are asked to participate in running walks within 

this period..    All such walks are open to the public to join us and use them as ‘trial’ walks.     

 

The RA informs us that they now have an updated website at  htpps://www.ramblers.org.uk       Their latest 

telephone numbers at the RA are:- 

 Switchboard   020  3961  3900 

 Volunteer Support  020  3961  3170 

 Membership Services  020  3961  3232 

Central Office have launched a “New Paths Campaign” in September 2018.    We should take advantage of 

the new Agriculture Bill which recognizes the importance  of  public access to the countryside.     On 

3/7/2018 it was the 50th. Anniversary of the Countryside Act 1968. 

Central Office tell us that they have a new system called “Dashboard” which is superior for making 

members details more easily available than the old system. 

 

GDPR (General Data Protection Regulations)   Ramblers are revising their database to suit their method of 

working with the new regulations    They remind members that they must give permission to receive 

programs and newsletters by e-mail. 

  

Central Office would be glad to hear from any member interested in attending a Walk Leadership 

course/seminar. 

 

Subscriptions to our Association have increased from 1st. October 2018 and we are referred to their 

website to get full details of the amounts. 

 

I have received an e-mail letter from Elan Valley  Lodge, a small management training centre in mid-

Wales.    They offer 5* accommodation for groups over a weekend or longer periods, suitable for walker 

groups. 

 

Phil Bradshaw mentioned that when the Winter Walks Programme is taking place we only have two walks in 

the period.  David Fawthrop  reported he had received an email from the Ramblers Association saying they did 

not want any special walks during the winter walks period, just run our programme as usual.  We do not want 

too many people to turn up but no impact is expected.   

 

Treasurer’s Report 

Stuart Thomson reported it had been a very successful financial year by spending less than anticipated.  

We budgeted for tools for the working party which we did not spend.  Will reduce next year to bring funds 

into line with expectations from the Ramblers Head Office.   

The accounts have been independently examined by Peter Bradford and have been submitted to “Area”. 

Copies of the Balance sheet as at 30 Sept are available for inspection.  The vast majority of income is from 

Ramblers Head Office based on the budget we submit and the number of members attributed to our group.  

We will get just the bare minimum in the coming year.  The highest expenditure is on printing and 

distribution of the newsletters and programmes. 

 

Acceptance of the Treasurer’s Report was proposed by Phil Bradshaw and seconded by Richard Colls.  

The Report was accepted unanimously. 
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Programme Secretaries Reports 

Jean Verkroost Sunday walks  
We continue to offer walks every Sunday, apart from on those Sundays very close to Christmas and New Year 

– this is in part due to leaders being unwilling to commit to these dates far in advance and also due to a 

shortage of leaders. Over the last year we have lost 2 leaders due to them moving out of the area. 

Attendance on Sunday walks has been very variable. This summer has seen the smallest groups in a long 

time due in part to the high temperatures. Last winter we had to cancel 2 walks due to the snow. It was 

considered dangerous/difficult to get to the starting point. This was done by updating the online walk 

finder and by emailing our Sunday walkers. Hopefully any other person intending on walking would have 

phoned the walk leader. 

Carl Earl reported that on Sunday walks numbers were generally 12-15 with some guests walking also.  The 

programme is on line so people can look up the walks.  We have had a number of visitors  from other ramblers 

group members with all walks now on Walk Finder.. 

 

Phil Bradshaw Short walks  
There have been 48 D walks in the year with 22 different leaders with no gaps.  A couple of walks were 

covered by substitute leaders.  I applaud the great efforts made by all concerned.  There is very little 

difference between the length of distance of the D and C walks.  To drop below 5 miles with maybe some 

3 mile walks could be considered.  Build in escape routes on the walks.  Richard Colls said tell people in 

advance encourages more walkers.  Stuart Thomson mentioned that we might discourage people from 

leading walks by setting too strict criteria.  The Programme Co-ordinator will pick up on walks at the same 

place and date and ask whether one of the leaders can change their venue.  There is much more clarity 

about the challenges of short walks now that the  ‘D’ grading has been reintroduced.  Many walks hover 

around the 5-miles distance but quite a few are just short of 4 miles. There is a need to provide shorter 

walks if the terrain is steeper or poor under-foot conditions. Also weather conditions might dictate a need 

for less distance. Some leaders build in ‘escape’ routes for wet weather and struggling walkers.  I think 

more of this is needed. All winter walks should take into account the poorer conditions. 

 

My arithmetic tells me that with a total of about 100 Thursday walks and with a maximum of about 50 

walkers (being the most in any one week) that each walker would only need to organise 2 walks during the 

year - that’s  C  and  D together !  However, we all know that some lead many more than this. 

The use of eating places is also causing a few problems. I will only lead a walk if food can be obtained at 

or near the end.  However, some pubs cannot provide food and some let us down at the last minute or close 

suddenly. We can only do our best !  

 

June Curtis Medium  We have a great requirement for new walk leaders. 

 

Footpath Secretaries 

Jean Verkroost - North  
There has been little in the way of applications to alter footpaths in the last year.   The main points of 

interest have been:- 

The deletion of part of footpath L12/33 near Turn Hill – the end of a long saga of appeal and counter 

appeal. 

A number of applications from the Bridleways association to either add a restricted byway or upgrade a 

footpath to a restricted byway. The applications have met with mixed success. 

A belated application to update the definitive map in Somerton where houses were built across the line of 

the footpath L25/17 which was re-routed, but the definitive map not updated to reflect this. 

 

Paul Cullen-James  South 
The only relevant item is that in September, bridleway Y10/29 at Kingswood Farm, Hardington Marsh was 

reported as having locked gates.  The person reporting it on the SCC website said that the farmer had tried to 

stop him using the path. The matter is with Les Braunton of SCC. 

 

Phil Bradshaw - East 
Phil Bradshaw reported that Carl Earl keeps him informed.  When people complain about the condition of 

a path he goes to see what the problem is.  There have been fewer applications for diversions and closures 

over the past year and those that have appeared pose little controversy. 
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There are a few serious on-going issues that have yet to be resolved but a further report when a conclusion 

is reached. Featuring large in this category is the problem of ROWs over the proposed dualling of the 

A303.  More on this later too.  

 

Roger Cripps – West  

There has been little activity this year;  only one diversion at Winsham to alter a bridleway has been proposed 

(for the second time).  An objection will be made if a formal application goes ahead. 

 

The Bridleways Association have again been active applying for upgrades of footpaths to bridleways or 

restricted byways.  Some are not, in my view, in sensible locations, eg adjacent to the A303.   

We recommend our members to report Somerset faults on the SCC interactive map which is now much easier 

to use.  Dorset CC have something similar. 

Due to CC budget constraints, faults are not attended to as quickly as we would like. 

 

Carl Earl - Somerset Area Footpath Secretary Report 
Carl receives all proposals for any diversions or changes and sends on details to the local footpath secretaries 

for them to have a view on.  Somerset usually give advance notice when a landowner wants a diversion.   

Footpath Secretaries tell him what they think about the proposals. We have a chance to influence the proposed 

changes  or they may be withdrawn if we indicate we would oppose.  On line interactive website is monitored 

and footpath secretaries are asked to keep an eye on it.  Some wardens appear more active than others.  

Working with Area Secretary to put pressure on the County to be more proactive.  Problems with diversions  

which we need to get resolved.  Meeting with Head of Rights of Way and try to get action.  Kingfisher Farm, 

in Lovington on the border of Mendip outstanding for five years.  Alternatives agreed with the landowners but 

no action.  In Jean's report the High Ham footpath five attempted appeals unfortunately finally succeeded in 

getting  approval to close the footpath for the last few 100 metres in High Ham, the main path is in Aller and 

not closed.  Permissive path agreed with Nature Reserve to replace the closed section.. 

 

New Path Campaign - Agricultural Bill replaces all EU Farm support.  If farmers receive public money there 

should be payback for the public and Ramblers have campaigned for this.   Obstructed footpaths can result in 

them losing their grant eg cropping.  It is hoped that farmers will be encouraged to provide additional access 

for permissive footpaths in return for the receipt of government money. 

 

Volunteer Working Party 

SCC has appointed a new Volunteer Coordinator who is proving to be more proactive and less 

bureaucratic than his predecessor.  He actually comes out and works!  After initial reluctance, Roger 

Cripps has signed a new working agreement with SCC on the basis of giving it a trial run.  After a lull, 

when agreement was reached, the working party has done some more work - gate repairs, clearance and 

installation of kissing gates. 

The survey work has carried out under the same terms as before and we are now doing approximately 40 

paths a quarter.  The pass rate is still around 70%.   

Roger Cripps has announced his intention of stepping down (after over 10 years) from running the working 

parties but will carry on running the survey team for a while longer.  No one has come forward to take over 

so the work parties will cease at the end of this year.  Indeed the numbers in the group have been declining 

as well.  We have some tools which we may donate to one of the other RA working groups. 

 

Carl Earl mentioned that resources to local authorities are being cut each year and it is a shame if the group 

cannot improve the paths. 

 

Publicity Officer’s Report 

Another year of continuing regular distribution of programmes, to Tourist boards in the outlying towns, 

Outdoor Clothing Distributors , Yeovil Library etc etc. these always disappear.  Local magazines also 

occasionally publish up and coming walks for us. We advertise Walking Festivals to attract new members.   

Daphne Denney has put some programmes in her doctor's surgery.   

The problem of an increasing number of local groups was raised where you do not have to pay to join the 

Ramblers.  It was agreed that people are unaware of the work Ramblers do to maintain and keep footpath 

open. 

 

Role of Chairman 
Roger Cripps and David Fawthrop agreed to continue acting as Joint chairmen.   
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Phil Bradshaw raised the fact that we do not have a designated Chairman.  On the Ramblers Website David 

Fawthrop is down as  Chairman  but this is easier than trying to explain that we are joint acting chairs.  Wendy 

Yates mentioned the current committee have been serving for a number of years and cannot go on indefinitely.  

 

Election of Officers 

   Chairman Vacant 

Secretary: Ian Rendall 

Programme Secretaries  

 Sunday Walks: Jean Verkroost 

 Thursday Medium Walks June Curtis 

 Thursday Short Walks Phil Bradshaw 

Programme Co-ordinator David Fawthrop 

Footpath Secretaries:  

North  Jean Verkroost 

East  Phil Bradshaw 

South  Paul Cullen-James 

West  Roger Cripps 

Minutes Secretary: Linda Fawthrop 

Publicity Officer: Wendy Yates 

Working Party Organiser: Roger Cripps 

 

Election of Committee 

Prior to the meeting there were nine members.  Phil Bradshaw, Roger Cripps, June Curtis, David Fawthrop, 

Linda Fawthrop,  John Oliver, Ian Rendall, Stuart Thomson and Wendy Yates.   

Committee proposed by Carl Earl and seconded by Ruth Goodland. 
 

Area Representative 

Carl Earl said Area Representatives had to deal with Area matters that come from Head Office and make sure 

there are no conflicting messages.  He is already a member of the Area Council but he would not object if he 

was nominated as the Group Representative and wear two hats.  It has been noticed that South Somerset have 

no representative at area. 

 

Proposed John Oliver 

Seconded  David Fawthrop 

 

Appointment of Accounts Verifier 
It was agreed Peter Bradford be re-appointed as verifier for the accounts for the coming year.  Proposed: 

Wendy Yates, seconded:  David Fawthrop 

 

Any other Business 

 

Norman Browne reported on the Wessex Wanderer Railway Walks, guided walks in association with the 

Bristol to Weymouth Railway lines, running since the 1990s.  There are a lack of leaders in the southern 

part of the railway line from Westbury through Yeovil to Weymouth.  Loss of walk leaders due to ill 

health, age and moving away.    Money received from the Community Rail Partnership.  Total number of 

walkers 346 with 30 walks organised with an average per walk 12, slightly down because of the high 

summer heat and the state of the railways (not of the best).  2020 special programme.  Somerset Area 

contribution is £50.  Anyone interested contact the Walks Co-ordinator, details published on their walk 

leaflets or contact Norman Browne.  Four members of South Somerset Ramblers are involved Daphne 

Denny, Wendy Rose, Richard Colls and Norman Browne 
 

Date and time of Next AGM– Saturday 2nd  November 2019 at East Coker Village Hall at 1.30 pm.   

 

Meeting closed at 3.30pm 
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